{NAME} ({PATIENTID})
{SPECIES}

{BREED}

{FULLNAME} ({ID}) {PHONENUMBER}
{AGE} {SEX} {CURRENTWEIGHTUNITDATE[SHORT]}

Aspetuck Angel Fund Application
Owner's Name:___________________________ Patient's Name:______________________
The goal of the Aspetuck Angel Fund is to help dogs and cats who are likely to regain a normal
quality of life if provided with medical and/or surgical intervention for an unexpected illness or
injury.
The Aspetuck Angel Fund will assist with treatment costs if all three of the following conditions
are met:
1. It is the assessment of an AAH doctor that the pet is to enjoy a good to excellent quality of
life for a reasonable period of time as a result of the intervention.
2. The full cost of care causes undue financial burden on the family.
3. The Aspetuck Angel Fund currently has the finances available.
To be eligible, a family must demonstrate financial need.
Briefly explain why you are applying for financial assistance:
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
The owner is expected to make a significant contribution toward costs. The Aspetuck Angel
Fund does not require formal documentation of client need, but does ask for an honest
personal assessment in order to help allocate funds appropriately. Please answer the following
questions to help assess your level of need.
What are you able to pay today? _______________
What are you able to pay monthly in the form of a payment plan?__________________
Signed_____________________________________________________ Date__________
___________________________________________________________________________
Photo Release
We do like to use the photo of our Angel Fund patients to let our donors know how the funds
are being used. We maintain anonymity of the owners, but may use medical information and
pet photos for newsletters, advertising, Facebook, and other communications. Please consider
allowing us to use your pet's photo by signing below.
This is to confirm that I give you, Aspetuck Animal Hospital, and your assigns, licensees, and
legal representatives the irrevocable and unrestricted right to use my pet's picture, portrait or
photography in perpetuity for editorial, advertising, and in any other purposes whatsoever in any
and all forms and medical to be broadcast, reproduced, published or transmitted.
I waive the right to approve the finished version including written copy that may be create
therewith. I also agree that I am not entitled to any compensation for any use of my pet's
picture, portrait, photograph, or likeness.
Signed_____________________________________________________

{CLINICNAME} {CLINICPHONE}
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